Dear Sir/Madam,

RE: Cloud analytics: Request for response regarding potential misuse of your customer data

It is apparent from our research (attached and here) that your product can be accessed using Cellebrite UFED, Magnet Forensics AXIOM Cloud and Oxygen Forensics Cloud Extractor.

We therefore seek a response from you on your position on the use of cloud analytics technologies by law enforcement to obtain cloud stored data as we believe the use of these technologies presents a significant issue for the security of your customers’ data.

Cellebrite recently stated in their update 7.5 for UFED Cloud Analyzer that it includes:

“Five brand new capabilities that enable access to activity logs, search histories, pages, user group data and IP address records [for Facebook].

They state they can:

“...extract information from the stories and photos a suspect was tagged in to find new leads or new suspects. Additional data points include identification of connections made when liking a page or adding someone as a friend, as well as comments posted, articles read, videos seen, places visited and more.

For user data on groups and pages, UFED Cloud Analyzer 7.5 can also flag if a suspect is a member or administrator of a certain page or group.

This version can also surface the Facebook Log IP address records to allow you to identify a phone or computer’s location used to access an account.”
Please respond no later than 17 January 2020. Please note that we will assume we can publish your response unless you state otherwise. If we do not hear from you, we will publish that you have not responded.

Summary of the research

- Law enforcement are increasingly using cloud analytics\(^1\)
- This can be used to obtain vast quantities of your customers’ data outside the normal legal frameworks for obtaining customer data in the course of criminal investigations e.g. via warrant to Facebook.
- Emotion and facial recognition can be applied to your customers’ data
- Cloud analytics software is being used without any transparency and in the absence of clear, accessible and effective legal frameworks
- There is a risk of abuse and misuse of customer data and miscarriage of justice

Your customers need you to protect their data

Our research has shown that your customer data can be accessed using cloud extraction software and hardware. Despite the fact that you store your customer data in the Cloud, a YouGov poll\(^i\) revealed that a large number of individuals in the UK who do not understand the term ‘cloud computing’.

How well, if at all, do you understand what the term 'cloud computing' means?

The results also showed that 45.6% of people have not thought about where data created by apps on their phone is stored and 44.3% of people do not know or think that apps on their phone use cloud storage.

\(^1\) Cellebrite, a prominent vendor of surveillance technology used to extract data from mobile phones, notes in its Annual Trend Survey that in approximately half of all investigations, cloud data ‘appears’ and that ‘[t]ypically, this data involves social media or application data that does not reside on the physical device.’ That it ‘does not resides on the physical device’ indicates that law enforcement is turning to ‘cloud extraction’.
We believe that it is a serious concern that people don’t where their data is stored, but the police do - and they can access vast troves of highly sensitive data at the push of a button.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,

Camilla Graham Wood
Privacy International

\[1\] All figures, unless otherwise stated, are from YouGov Plc. Total sample size was 2072 adults. Fieldwork was undertaken between 7th - 8th November 2019. The survey was carried out online. The figures have been weighted and are representative of all GB adults (aged 18+).